Mismatch repair blocks expansions of interrupted trinucleotide repeats in yeast.
Disease-causing expansions of trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) can occur very frequently. In contrast, expansions are rare if the TNR is interrupted (imperfect). The molecular mechanism stabilizing interrupted alleles and thereby preventing disease has been elusive. We show that mismatch repair is the major stabilizing force for interrupted TNRs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Interrupted alleles expand much more often when mismatch repair is blocked by mutation or by poorly corrected mispairs. These results suggest that interruptions lead to mismatched expansion precursors. In normal cells, expansions are prevented in trans by mismatch repair, which coexcises the mismatches plus the aberrant, TNR-mediated secondary structure that otherwise resists removal. This study indicates a novel role for mismatch repair in mutation avoidance and, potentially, in disease prevention.